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XmtODOOTIOR

A sphere has mlnlisra surfsee aren for a given voluna.

Liquids assume a spherical shape If no external foree aets

upon It. Liquids therefore, have a tendency to diminish

their surface as such as possible. This suggests the idea

that every spaoe filled with a liquid la, aa It ware, en-

closed in an elastic membrane, the tension of which causes

the reduction in surface. This tension Is called surface

tension, and la a force acting across a certain length and

to reduce the surface. The dimensions of surface

tension are therefore, tntol ft)rat as dynes per em.
length

Maxwell's Explanation of Surface Tension

Maxwell's (1) explanation of this

follows

I

en

is n=

Teeglne a wire ABCO bent Into a n chape upon whioh a

wire CO can slide without friction. The arrange*.ant la ver-

tical. In the rectangle aBCD la a file cf coap solution

which tends to contract and so lift the wire CD. If CD he

leaded with weights. It la poaslble to find a weight ct



which wire CD will stay at any position corresponding to any

size of film, while a smaller weight la pulled upwards and a

greater one tears the fully extended film. This particular

weight therefore, Just balances the surface tension of

film and It corresponds to double the surface tension of one

surface, since both surfaces In this ease are effective. If

we now pull down the movable wire loaded with this weight

c position quite close to AB to the position CD, we do

against the surface tendon. This Is the free surra

tendon therefore, way be regarded ae

energy per unit of surface. In other words. It

la numerically equal to the mechanical work which oust be

done is generating wait surface*

A ease in which 19m peeper tics of a liquid deteradne

its chape appears very notioeably in the rise of water in a

capillary. Bswkshss (8) showed that the capillary rise with

equal dlaactere is Independent of the thickness of the calls.

This idee suggested Itself that the attraction between par-

ticles of the wall and those of the liquid is only active

over very short distances.

LaPlaoe's Explanation of Surface Tension

LcPlaoc (3) tssuwes that aolecules of c liquid attract

one another with foroeg acting over very swell distances.



This distance beyond which this attraction

ceptlble is known as the radius of molecular action. This
-7

radius is 5 z 10 on. or 5 k ^ • The mutual attraction be-

tween molecules would cause liquids to contract if there

was no other opposing force. In gases, as well as in

liquids, forces oppose compression owing to the heat motion

of its molecules. A liquid also possesses tensile strength,

a foroe which opposes any tendency to enlarge the volume.

As long as a molecule is in the interior of the liquid, the

forces acting on it are equal In all directions, but when

the molecule approaches the surface nearer than the radius

of molecular attraction, the case is different.

Let be a molecule, and the circle represent a sphere with

the radius C of molecular attraction. Then, only the liquid

in the sphere will have any influence on the molecule. In

the position shoim,the molecule is attracted downward by the

liquid contained in the segment ab, equal to the upward pull

in the segment AB, as the downward attraction of the slab

abed is balanced by the upward pull of the slab ABCD. This



This downward pull increases until Is In the surface, and

decreases ea rises above the aurfaee to beoone aero when

the diatanee froa the aurfoee becomes C. So the molecules

In the interior of a liquid will have balanced forces acting

on them, but the condition la different In the layer at the

aurfaee, the thickness of whleh la analler than the radiua

of molecular aetlon. In thia layer, the molecules are sub-

ject to unbalanced attraction from the adjoining molecules

In the interior, in other worda, to an inward pull which

keeps the aurfaee in a state of tenalon, therefore, this

atate of tension or aurfaee tension is tangent to the aur-

faee. The surface tenalon or free surface energy decreases

aa temperature rises, and becomes equal to at 6° below

critical temperature. (J^ a Q (1 -<•). equals the tea*

perature, °"e the surface tension at that temperature, and

0~ the aurfaee tenalon at 0*

Kdeer's Explanation for Rise of Moulds
In a Capillary Tube

a liquid will wet the walla of a capillary if the force

of adhesion of liquid to glass ia greater than the force of

cohesion of liquid to liquid. This force will cause the

liquid to spread upon the walla of the capillary forming a

aurfaee with lte center of curvature in the air phase, thus

forming a concave aurfaee between the air and water. Since



tension will attaapt to contract thia surface to a

mlnlBwn, it beoones an effective force for lifting the

liquid into the capillary* Thia force will act until an

equilibrium la established between the surface tension and

weight of liquid lifted. Edser (4) sasanas that if the

liquid wets the Inside of the capillary tuba, the surfs**

which cones in contest with the inside of the tubs forms

part of a cylinder of radius r, where r is the internal

radius of the tube. The circumference then of thia cylinder

will be 2 ffr, and a force Y acts rertloally across each

centimeter of this circumference giving a resultant fore*

equal to ZjTrT, It the aenlscus made s contact angle 0,

then the effective fore* upward would be T cos 0, and toe

resultant force would equal 2 1r /cos 0.

The weight of the liquid eoluan supported by the ass*,

face tension will be IT r2 hdg. This upward force due to

surface tension and the downward farce due to gravity or

weight of the liquid column are equal or 2 Vr f cos «

[TjaChdg. Y . ,***& . If e la 0, as it is in ease the
2 COS

tube is wetted by the liquid and cos a l, J * hrd^ .



OBUURATIOI THEORY

Thsapaen's Contribution

an'a (ft) theory of lntra-aoleeular ionization

states that sorae of the atoms In the liquid molecule have

lost electrons and some have gained eleetrone. Positive

rays end modern work with X-ray on crystal structure* point

to the same thing.

Debye's Contribution

Dabye (6) shows that an electrically neutral atom will

possess e strong field Just beyond lta outer electrons and

this acting -on neighboring molecules will polarise them.

I.e., will cause a relative ahlft of their positive and

negative charges. Hardy (7) In 1916, arrived at the con-

clusion, that surface tension effects ere due to a polarity

of the molecules.

The Orientation Theory of Surface Structure

All crystalline solids poaseas an internal molecular

structure, which consists of an orderly end afiimiatrlcal

of the molecules. Thin structure was made

by the symmetrical distribution and orientation of

the surfsee molecules, of crystals by X-ray analysis. The



interior syauetry wee «e4e evident through the effects of

crystals upon X-rays by Leue. The passage of X-rays throu

liquids give no such ovidonce of any sash internal structure,

The most fundamental eharaoterlstic of a liquid surface la

the unllkeneas of its two sides and resultant dlssynaotry of

the Molecular forces Involved. If the molecules in the sur-

face are not entirely iijauitrlcal, this leek of balance in

the forces suet result In their orientation to a aaaller or

greater degree.

The molecules in the surfeee are vibrating with

rapidity but their orientation is also disturbed by the es-

cape of molecules from the eurfaee.

la Contribution

Hardy (7) in 1912 and 1913, established the idea of

orientation.

The corpuscular theory of matter traeee all material

forces to the attraction and repulsion of foci of strain of

two opposite types.

If the stray field of a aoleeule be unaymmetrleel, the

surface layer of fluids and solids must differ from the in-

terior mass in orientation of the axes of the fields with

respect to the normal to the surfcee, and so form a akin on

the surface of a pure subetanee having all the molecules

oriented in the sane way instead of purely in random way.



The inwardly directed attractive force along the normal to

the awfaao will orientate the molecules there.

Harl&n's and Lengmuir'a wcplanation of
Orientation and Adsorption

Karkin's (8) and iangmuir's (8) idaaaof orientation

are given as follows:

1. Organic liquids arrange themselves in the surface

layer in such a way that their active portions are drawn

inwards leaving the least active portions to form the sur-

face.

2. Surface tension or surface energy is a measure of

the potential energy of the olootrnejsgnstlc stray field

which extends out from the surface layer of the molecules,

the aoleaules arrange themselves so that this field la a

3* surface energy of a liquid depends upon the least

active portion of the molecules and on the manner In which

they arrange thaaaelvea in the eurfaoe layer. Liquid hy-

drocarbons of the paraffin series arrange themselves so that

CHg at the ends of the hydrocarbon chains form the surface

layer. The surface la thus the sans no matter how long the

hydrocarbon chain may be, all having from 48 to 48 dynes

an. surfsee tension.

4. Best evidence In support of this theory la derived



tram experlaents on thin films or fatty soldo on water or

•oraury. Tho hjilrsssrhoa ahein uti nd« rerttoally en the

water surraea with the COOS group of the fatty acid In

t&et with water. *I4J» dissolves llfee."

S. Aeotlo Mid It soluble In water. Oleic acid Is

not, so It ipmli beeause by so doing, tho OOOB ton dis-

solve In the «ttr without asperating tho hydroearboB

chains frost OMh other.

«. Oils wblah on not contain active groups, do not

spread apon the earfsoe of water, koleculet of the type of

those of the psraffin group nay be styled hoco-polar, while

Ilk* COOH «ay be styled polar.

K c >
P o' 3L>-

QpoUt
The Ids* of orientation eaas frow tho Idea of logs flostlr

In water, ordinarily, ttiey do not arrange thenselves

qnwaetrlaally, but If the logs are weighted on one end with

heavy enough weights, that end will be pulled under the

surfaee of the liquid sad the other end will be tilted ln«

the air, or in other words, they will be oriented in

definite way.

So In tho swrfaoo of liquids. If a polar homo-polar

nolacule is present, it will orient Itself in suoh a way



to brins ttoa Volar end toward the bulk and the other end,

the homo-polar or non-polar end, into the air and surface

fnalftn than tin own a measure af thia hono-polar ond.

fame tension therefore, is actually a measure of th« poten-

tial energy due to slightly polar gnwp* and accordingly

the moloeules will be arranged in the surface to that the

stray aag&etic fields will be a Minimum. Surfaee tension

would also depend noon the character of the slightly polar

(reaps and their arrangement in the surface layer*

J. iillaKi Oibbs' Contribution

The differenee in concentration between the surfaee

layer and the bulk of the solution la oalled adsorption. It

ie oalled positive adsorption when the eoneentratlon in the

surfaee layer is greater than the bulk, and negative ad-

sorption when it is smaller. J. Wlllard Oibbs (9) in 1876,

was the first to forisulate this idea of adsorption, derivir

it from thermodynamic •onsldaratlona.

Oavaldt'a Derivation of Oibbe' Equation

There are several modifications of Oibbs' equation, one

of the simplest derivations of the equation is due to

Oswaldt (10). Let S be the surfaee of a solution whose

surfaee tension is and let it be assumed that the sur-

faee contains one mol of the solute. If e very small por-



tion of {he solute enters the surface layer from the eola-

tion, caualnc a change d In the surfnee tension, the

corresponding Change in energy will be Cd . But this

amount of energy aet free moat be equal to toe osmotic work

absorbed in effecting the removal of the earn weight of

solute frosa the solution, let T be the volume of solution

containing unit weight of solute and let dp be the dif-

ference in the osmotic pressure* of the solution before end

after lta removal. The osmotic work will be -Vdp, since the

gain in surface energy and osmotic work are equal.

Sd Vdp. The solutions helng dilute, ws may assums

that thn eae laws hold, and sine* V s 32L , v« may write
9

Sd s - ST. dp or d ^ s -
n dp

Haaw la directly

proportional to oonBentratlon GljL * *S| • But s is the

which co tains one mol of solute in excess, there-

fore the excess of solute in unit surface la l/s or U.

SX
';;. WEM

^ 1 * adsorption Taluea

were calculated from thia formula. From thia equation, it

la evident that if the surface tension increases with the

concentration, then U la negative, and the surface concen-

tration Is less than the concentration of the bulk of the

solution. On the other hand, if decreases aa the eon-



titration increases, the adsorption is positive. If tho

surfaoe tension is Independent of the concentration, than

the concentration of the solute in both the suVface layer

and the hulk of the solution will he the sans.

Verification of Adsorption by Experimental Results

A masher of attempts hare been aade to verify Oibbs'

theory experimentally with variable suooess, as indicated

below according to acBain (11)

t
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Difference In the Kuolcen Polanyi Theory
Langmuir's Theory of Adsorption

and

Whenever the same substance la dissolved In one or both

phases of a heterogeneous system, there is usually a dif-

ference between the concentration on the bounding surfaoe

and in the interior. These changes in the concentration at

the surface are termed adsorption. A substance becomes

concentrated on the surface if it reduces the surface ten-

sion (positive adsorption). On the other hand, if it in-

creases the surface tension, it becomes less concentrated on

the surface (negative adsorption).

Present-day investigators consider that adsorption is

due to the attractive force exerted outwards at the surface

of the oolloid particle or molecule by the free or un-

satisfied valences of the particle. As e rule, the valences

causing adsorption seem to be weaker than the ones causing

chemical combination, although there are a few instances

wherein the forces of adhesion seen to approximate the

forces of chemical combination in strength.

From the modern conception of the atom, the atomic

forces seem to be developed from the deviations of the or-

bits of the outer electrons in the atoms. The foroes acting

In chemical compounds would be due to very strong de-

viations of these orbits, while In adsorption phenomena the



foroes acting should be duo to oonporatiTely mil de-

viations.

Thews are two theories which here been advanced to ex-

plain adsorption known as the: 1. Ungualr Theory (12), and

2. The Sockon Polanyl Theory (12).

In aeoountlng for adsorption, the Lengaulr (12) theory

assumes that on the surface of a particle, there are certain

number of points or spaces where there Is residual valence.

The forces anting In adsorption are oonoentrated at these

points and adsorption consists in a fixation of the adsorbed

atom in these spaees or points. Langmuir's theory con-

aiders the surface layer aa only one molecule thick, thus

the forces between the atoms of the surfsee and the atone

of the adsorbed substance will aet only when very close to-

gether. In the Kueken Polanyl theory the adsorbed layer

consists of store than a single layer of atons or molecules,

with a density of charges varying continually fron the ad-

sorbing surface out into the free gas or liquid*

wrntm m tmaenmm

DuClaux (13) In 1878, carried out experiments with a

series of alcohols and fatty acids. He pointed out that a

considerable drop in surface tension occurred on passing

pure water to a weak alcoholic solution, and that this

Increased in magnitude aa the molecular weights of the



aleoholo lnoreased.

J. Traube (14) In 1884 determined the •eplllary hel

ef mixtures of the aleohola, fatty acids, and isomeric

value of til

with la-

fall In

aleolble

which are

•orley

eaters with water. So notleed the

surface tension of a solution of given

eroaalng nolaoular weights.

• orley (15) observed that there la a

surface tcnclcm of a solution of given

with water In all proportions to those

only partly slselble at the ordinary

In 1914, In his study of these mixtures a»-'» that neither

of these Investigators painted out what waa the Beet

of aurfaee tension of mixtures, ex, first, th.

ef the surf*** tension of an asaiaui solution of

liquids whleh are only partly mlselble with water, end

the dlvergeaee of the surfaes team

l

ew eenrwalUon

bb In eaaea of liquid*, whleh ere parfeetly nlselble,

the atralght Una that would expreea the relationship

surfsee tension and eompoeltlon, if the fi

ily an additive property. In perfect mixtures, the aw

fane tension toIubo oompoaltlon diagram of the two oon-

ponenta la a atrelght line, commonly ealled the admixture

rule. But, with solutions where one mnpomut Is only

slightly soluble, there la a divergence In this



• atrelght line.

Zewldakl (16) found in hla work with

lens diehloride, «o«tona and carbon dlsulphldo, pyridine

aeetie aeld solutions three characteristic and very dif-

ferent types of vapour prooalire volume composition diagrams.

1* Beaacne and ethylene dlchloride. The vapor pres-

sure ourra eompoaition corresponds with the theoretical

straight line.

£• Acetone end eerbon dlsulphlde. The vapor

composition curve Ilea above the theoretical straight line

end peaaes through a Martini value.

3. Pyridine and acetic eeld. The vapor pressure

position curve Ilea below the theoretical straight line

paeaaa through a minimum value.

Vorley (17) determined the eurfaee tensions of the

three eets of solution*. Xa comparing the surface tension

voluwe eompoaition diagram with the vapor pressure volume

eompoaition curve, he found then to be aatlbatie in each

According to Volknan (18) the surface tension of a

binary Mixture Is rcpreeented by the formula:

s a ?xsl~ ^S* whare v
i
and v2 aro th0 elunes of the

llouids in the mixtures expressed fractionally, and S. and



S2 their surfaoo tension* wiien unmixed.

(19) Modified this formula to take Into

the change in volume which takes plae* on mixing,

ft a R (Vjrij > TgSg), R being the patio of the calculated to

the observed density.

Zf no external forces act on the surface tension, it

Is an additive property. The divergence In the surface ten-

sion volume composition curve from a straight Una is

probably due to not having perfect solutions or due to ad-

sorption.

King's Hark with Adsorption

King (SO) in 1923, working with the fatty acida and

water solutions, found that the surface tension was nearly

the mm for all the solutions, about 27-56 dynes per cm.

His results showed positive adsorption, and a decrease in

the surface tension with an increased concentration.

King, Hall and Ware'e Work with Admixtures
of Ammonia and Hater

King, Hall and Ware (21) In 1930, found that "surface

of water ammonia mixtures follow closely vslues to

be expected from the rule of admixtures except In the middl

region where a divergence of leas than six dynes occurs.



to be Am to adsorption. It 1* shown

that adsorption of aanonls in the surface If. small, aa»unt-

lag tram on© to flve per cent of the normal surface eon-

eentratien." In the previoue work Just cited, liquid

awocie and rater are shown as slsdllar liquids.

FORPOSfi OF THE WORK

It is the purooso of thla work to verify or disprove

that the fatty acid solutions in liquid —mis behave in a

aisilar wanner to the solutions of the fatty aside in water,

i.e., the; should show positive adsorption, and a decrease

In surface tenaion with an Increase in eenoentration and be

rather soluble in llouid amnonia. Slnilar work has bean

recently completed by «undell on the fornle, propionic and

pelargonie acid with 11quid

saVHHpa

The eapillary height wetted was used to deteraine the

surface tension. The apparatus, a jsodifieation of the

Rieherds and Coombs type, was eonetrueted of a heavy grade

pyrax tubing. The eyllndriaal bowl, 35 an. in dlenater,

to provide a surface of such size that its central por-

would provide a flat surface, a eapillary aide ant

attached to the bowl below and to the sten above, with a

sneck at lte juncture with the sten. This design per-



pproxl—

thorough Irrigation of the capillary at will and yet

the liquid which drained down from the walla after

agitation of the eontenta from draining Into the capillary.

the bawl wee banded by three ringa etehed Into the

glaaa. Theee served only ae a guide when filling the tube

eo that the quantity of liquid introduced could be approxi-

mated quiokly, and controlled. The portion of the tube

above the juncture of the eide in to the stem waa dea

to serve aa a pyenoraeter. The barrel and the email

attached were of auch also that the volume of the pyei

measured from the upper end down to the upper end of the

graduated scale in the stem, wee about equal to the volume

of the bowl and aide arm up to the middle ring of the bowl.

This provided an apparatus easily handled in which the den-

sity end surface tension of a given solution could be de-

termined without the necessity of transferring It to other

atus or even unsea l ing the tube. Errors in trans-

of solutions or escape of gaseous substaneea were

entirely eliminated.

A measured amount of the acid was first placed In the

tube. Thia acid waa neutralised by dry ammonia vapor form-

ing the ealte needed. Careful attention waa given that

•f the neutralised ealt formed in the capillary, aa thlc

•alt In the capillary la very hard to dissolve In liquid

due to its email surface exposed to the liquid



than vac Introduced Into the Mb*

taftt the liquid state by carbon dioxide anew.

"late I shows how the apparatus ras connected to fill the

tote. The gee wee led first to a drying train eonslatlag of

freshly Ignited aluminum oxide. A T-tube with mhber ecn-

neetlens through which protruded a saall bore tube which

reached down Into the top pert of the bowl was uaed to In-

troduce the gas Into the tube.

Last la the train af apparatus was a nereury trap which

served to control and Increase pressure and condensation.

She tube was dried, weighed and then filled with sulfuric

add and dlohromate cleaning solution, and allowed to stand

until the next fill. They were then thoroughly rinsed with

surftee tension water, dried, and weighed.

•bsn sufficient awminla was condensed, the delivery

tabs was partly removed free the apparatus until the rla of

the tube was eoftcned In the flaae, then the delivery tube

was held Just above the opening of the tube until the ap-

paratus sua sealed. In this meaner, air was excluded walla

the tube was being sealed; the tip or sealed-off piece was

retained to be Included In further weighings. Capillary

height readings ware taken with a Killlam Oaertner cali-

brated traveling microscope. Densities for the solutions

st 30°C. were determined by weighing the tube before and

after filling and measuring the volume of the pyenoawter on



Explanation of Plate I.

A, Showing method of introducing

vapor into apparatus where it ia oondenaed.

B, Showing method of measuring volume of

vapor phase in density determination. The

total volume is determined subsequently.





th« calibrated volume Mala, the tub* being la the inverted

position shown in Flat* I 8, while Tolas* readings war*

takan. The aoid aaaipla vae weighed in, —moals introduced,

and the tuba was sealed off and weighed. After reading the

capillary height, the tube waa inverted and the volume of

the vapor was read on the calibrated seal* on the stew, of

the py*nom*t*r. All measurements were made In a thermostat

at 20°C s 0.1. The volume of the liouid was determined by

difference after the total volume of the tube was BMsured.

The tube waa opened by heating at the tip with a needle

flaw* after the pressure had been greatly r*due*d in carbon

dioxide snow, hen tubes were opened, a small pin h~,le waa

blown through the tip. The aharp edges war* Belted back and

th* Minute bulb raised with the pin bole was shrank back to

its former shape. Thus, the volume of the tube was not

altered.

S*nisous volume oorreotiona war* mad* by means of th*

Bashforth and Adam* data in the "International Critical

Tabl*e" Vol. 1, page 73. Correction* for air buoyancy were

made on all weighings.

Obviously, the vapour, •specially at high pressure*

would contain enough ammonia to effeot the calculated value

of the density. Raoult's law waa used to determine this

•mount of vapor weight. The density of saturated ammonia

vapor at 20°C. was taken aa .00669 from the International



Critical Tables, and the weight of the vapor determined by

this formula: W » Vd "l , where n. is the mola of

the salt, and d, the density of the pure ammonia vapor at

20°C. Eaoult's law is, LL. 2l
Q2

CALIHRATIO*

Radii of Capillary

The radii of the capillaries were carefully determined

by the use of the surface tension of pure benzene. Pure

beuaene was dried over sodium and distilled. The boiling

point corrected for pressure corresponded exactly as given

in the International Critical Tables. The density observed

was .8787 in vacuo. The capillary tubes selected were as

near uniform in bore as possible. The radius of this bore

was determined at several different points on the capillary

tube and a diagram drawn, with the dimensions of r as the

ordinate and the capillary gradations as the abscissa,

radius of the capillary was then easily read from this

diagram, the height of the liquid being known.



Volume of Tuba

The tube was calibrated for volume with reference to

the pycnometer- scale by filling the tube with water to four

different points on the wale, and measuring to the nearest

line. Meniscus voluuc corrections were made, and the

weighings were calculated in vacuo. The radius of the

pycnometer was determined by dividing the difference between

two of these partial V»lvl

square root.

h and ar.tracting the

Meniscus Corrections

It was necessary to determine the r in order to find

the meniscus correction for the pycnometer. The method for

meniscus correction given by Bashforth and Adams' data

taken from the International Critical Tables, Volume 1, page

73 was used. Values for He. ana £dr_ m^ giTen In these
* r

tables. R is known, determined by the method above. He can



to* found. Also solving for A la the expression JSKL ,

where g Is 980 dyne* sad r la kma, iloam IS points were de-

teralned. A dlagra* was then ——tripewaa^ei wse>»»a^^ *essa> Vase wepr#

abscissa iMIouthi ordinate. In eolving for d and ,

Be wee first approxlnated for the asn] sous correction for

volnas of the gss. After d and r weiaj eppraxtoately d-

teralned, tho value for Bio wis determined tram the lie £. 10
4

dlagroa, end If the He froa the dlagna — the Mow or

nearly the sane, the d end r *«re com.Idered correct. Bow-

ever. If the Be aasuned was not the eiuss ee the Be reed froa

the diagram, the He determined by the approalaate d and Y

wee eat in the pies* ef the Be eases*I end d and T again

calculated.

The Icroaecpe mo eellhreted by •ocas of a standard

graduated glees elide.

sfJaVBM Hal

the butyric eeld, valeric eeld end eaprolo eeld need

were chemically pur* substances preper•ed In the Bantam

Kodak ConpanyU laboratories end sere ueed ae prepered. The

aeetlo eeld was 90*5 per eent pore aw!twee obtained frea

Oreeeell. This eeld was distilled from eulphuric eeld end

the alddle 2/3 portion need.



CALcuLmoH or

The fui—Is used for calculating surface tension was,

-*- m r(h 4 r/S) (d - D)k . la this formula r is the
2 oos Q

radius of the capillary, (to 4 r/3) the capillary height, d

the density of the solution, D the density of the vapor as

determined by Kaoult's lav, and the angle of eontaet.

1. The volume of the tube vas determined by dividing

the velght of water In the full tubs by (d-D) when d la

the density of the water at £0*0., 0.90880, aa given In the

International Critical Tables, and D Is the density of air

at the temperature and baronoterle reading at the tine of

8. Calculation of the weight of tube evacuated . weight

Of the tube minus the weight of air displaced equals weight

of tubs evacuated.

S. Calculation of weight of contents. (Height of

seeled tube plus tip and stopper) minus weight of evacuated

tube gives weight of contents.

4. Calculation of anount of salt used, multiply t

weight of the aeld charge by the salt factor. The salt

factor Is the molecular weight of salt <wr molecular wel

weight of eeld.





8. Calculation of corrected weight of solution.

A. Weight of solution, height of eontents minus

the weight of vapor equals corrected weight of

solution.

9. Calculate approximate density, height of solution

divided by the corrected volume of the solution

equals the density.

10. Caloulate approximate /**»*•* • r
fo+'iffiJ*" * R»

K COS V

A. First correct capillary height for microscope

reading correction, and meniscus correction.

11. Calculate He fron the He, d diagram.

12. Apply He corrections and calculate correct density

and correct surface tensions.

IS. Calculate mols per liter of salt.

A. Or—a of malt x 1000,

Molar weight of salt Correct volume of solution

D1SCUS3X0H OP KKSULTS

Concentrations of each salt were run up nearly to the

limit of saturation. Surface tension-taolal concentration,

denslty-molal concentration and surface tension-log concen-

tration diagrams were made* In the emsjnlii acetat

mixtures taken from Table I. the surface tension Increased

up to 29.37 dynes em. The density of the solution lnoreaa
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Tabic Z. Experiments! Data for Amsonlum a—tatss tmaonla
Mixtures at 20°C.

Density Cap. Badiua urfaee
Mola/lifcer of Height

eauiCorr.}
of tension

suit solution '.0 . dynes em.

»«oooe« .6103* 22.03*
1.670 .0867 1.0661 .03458 22.08
1.0374 .6001 £.0640 .03332 23.35
..TOO .7880 1.0700 .03333 23.72
3.466 .7600 1.9037 .03477 24.54
4.1732 .7980 1.0603 .03335 26.40
4.1000 •7898 1.0006 .03477 25.28
4.4970 .0021 2.0133 .03325 26.12
5.3300 .8430 1.0604 .03477 U7.07
5.8040 .3506 2.0000 .03328 28.64
6.0010 .86800 2.0104 77 20.37

Pare Acetic Add

Observed 1.0497 27,70

• Determined by King, Ball and *ere

up to .8628. The surface tension-concentration dls

(Plg.l) shows a downward divergence fro*, a straight line.

The density aonoentretlon diagram (Fig.2) ahowa very little

divergence frost a straight line.

In the aanvoniura bntyratw sianonia mixtures. Table II,

the surface tension lnoreased up to 29.75 dynes era. The

surface tension-concentration diagram (Fig.3) also gives a

Head downward divergence from a straight line. The density







Table XX. Ks Data for Ammonium Bntyrata »ssionls
Mixtures at -.

Density Jn-. Mhi Surfas*
tola/liter of Height

om. fCorr .

)

of tension
Kit solution '-;. »" . dynes esw

0.0000* .6103* 22.03*
•70W .6463 2.0180 .03537 22.38
.8844 .6570 2,0836 .03526 22.75

1.6250 •6871 1.9844 ,03*?77 23.01
1.8261 .6944 2.0719 .03331 23.27
2.1490 .7398 1.9734 .03334 23.45
3.6040 .7351 1.8774 .03477 24.92
3.8380 .8151 1.9808 .03334 25.69
4.8810 .9610 1.9616 .03334 26.96
5.3898 .0010 1.8747 .03477 27.
6.4730 .8661 1.8759 .03477 27.4©
6.9070 .9818 1.8889 .03825 29.75

. up: Myrlfl
Add • .*7'i0 26.80

International Critioal Tables

• Deterralned by King, , Hall and tar*

•

t





concentration diagram (Fig.4) gives very little dii

frai a straight line.

Za the aamonium valcrats aiimnnla mixture, (Table III),

the surface tension Increased up to 28.18 dynes en. The

tenaloa-eeneentratlon diagram (Fig.S) shows a

iownward divergence from a straight line, much more

than the surface tension-concentration diagram of the am-

monium acetate aamonla mixtures. The dsnsity concentration

diagram Olg.6) shows soae dlTergenee from a straight line,

but very little.

In the ammonium eaproate ammonia mixtures, (Table IV),

the surfaee tension increased up to 24.85 dynes em. The

density increased up to .8834. This surfaee tension-conceit*

tration diagram (Tig.7) shows the most downward divergence

from the theoretical atralght line of any of the other three

mixtures. The density concentration diagram (Flg.O) gives

almost a straight line. The surface tension-concentration

diagram of ammonium eaproate indicates two distinct surfaee

tenaion values for the sane pelnt. In observing the read-

ings of the capillary rise In the ammonium eaproate ammonia

mixture, the oaplllary rose to a maximum height, remained

there for a short time and then fell abruptly about .6 mm.

where another equilibrium seemed to be established. Thia

allpping of the liquid in the capillary is probably due to

the feet that ae the carbon chain increased from the





Table III. Experimental Data for Aaaonlua Valerate A—o»ia
Mixtures at 20°C.

Deaelty Cap. Radius Surface
JJols/llter of laUM

oa.TCorr.)
of tenalon

aalt eolution Qap*« . dynes em.

0.0000* .6103* 22.03*
.6088 .6450 2.0646 .03464 22.37
.6148 .6468 2.0307 .03388 M.41

1.6364 .-.- 1.8308 .03637 •
~"

1.7270 •7076 1.8373 .03400 E3.17
3.100 .7738 1.8808 4MM 84.18
4.0140 .8186 1.8038 .03480 24.81
4.7480 .8468 1.7060 .03640 84.82
. (MM .8671 1.7069 .03586 M.68
3.8210 .'MV 1.6800 .03637 86.82
6.1180 .88680 1.7173 .03524 26.46
7.4080 .8478 1.7471 .03400 88.18

Par* Valerie Acid

observed .8420 26.M

• Determined by Xing, Hall and







UssVPaa ft*

for A»

for First Curve.

iols/lltor
•alt

Density
of
solution

Cap.
Balgfct
en.Tcorr.)

Radius
of
Can.am.

our lY.ce

ter.-ior.

dy-ier I .

0.0000*

unm
4.17*0
ItW

.6103*
MV4
.7510
.8037
••614
.8610
•6004

uum
1.7:'. i

UMH
X.i Ml

.03310

.05310
•08653
.03537
.03481
•08677
.ossno

ttaOW
sr.ia

23.31
£3.11

.. »vo

Data for Sasoad Curve

0.0000* .6103*
.4349 .6319

1.2910 4M
2.006 .7104
2.864 .7488
3.6120 .0307

2.0664
1.9888
1.7568
2.0298
1.6920

Purs flsproio Aeld

Jbsenred .9290

•own
.03580
. . > - -

.03587

22.03*
C1.97
r::..00

'..

-:-.:.'•

1.71

:7.-v

• Determined by King, Hall and >ara







to the eaproate, the mixture had lees tendency to wot the

walls of the glass, so evidently there was enough lessening

of the foree of adhesion between the Mixture and the walla

of the tube to introduce the faator of & tendency to fom

a oontaot angla. as the force of adhesion beeane less, the

effective ceawonant of the surfsee tension weaswio lass with

the formation of a contact ancle.

Rather stable filas fomad in the tube with high oe

eentratlons of the anconlua butyrate, asnonlam valerate and

aim ulna oeproato* These rather stable fllas Indicate posi-

tive adsorption. Additional evidence of the foraation of a

contact angla appeared In the higher concentrations of the

oaproates, wherein after shaking, the liquid appeared to

hang np on the walla of the tube in droplets with sharply

defined boundaries, •ash aonftaet would not be expected if

negative adsorption had token plaoe aa Indicated by Qlbbs'

equation, adsorctlon hoing negative if surface tension ln-

with aenaantratlon. Xf negative adsorption had

I, the snrfaaa layer should consist largely of sn-

molecules, which wet glass perfectly as baa

in the ease of rw liquid anaonla. >n the

1, if positive adsorption had onourrod with the hydro-

ehain oriented outward on the surfaoe, the surface

would acquire an oil-like character which would not wet

glasa as readily as pure a—iinis does*



Adsorptions were calculated by tha Oibbs* equation,

Tj 1 d 3"
. The value d T was taken from

2.303 RT d log c d log o

the surface tension log concentration diagrams. (Pigs. 9, 10,

11, 12). The slope in every Measurement for & Y
d log e

was positive in all the surface tension log concentration

diagrams. This indicates an increase in surface tension and

negative adsorption. In the equation D I d Y
RT dine'

equals 8.316 x 10 ergs, and T equals 293°K, and to charge

fron natural log to base of 10, multiply by 2.303. The ex-

pression a y is the slope of the curve found by placing
d log c

a straight edge tangent to the point on the surface tension-

log of concentration diagram under consideration, and

counting up on the Y axis to determine dlf, and counting

on the log c axis to determine d log e. in this equation

will give the number of sola in each aq. em. of surface ad-

sorbed. Since U as determined by the surface tension is

negative, if there is an increase in surface tension with

an increase in concentration, Oibbs* equation would indi-

cate negative adsorption for these salts in solution with

liquid la.
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The normal concentration In the surface In nols per

20 V
sq. em. ms found toy the equation, ^ • (6.08 x IP g n ) \

where 3 la the normal concentration. 6.06 x 10 equal*

Avogadro's constant or the number of molecules In on* gran

molecular *eir,ht, and since In on* sol par liter thla number

In one Utar, C.06 x Iff

1000

S3
equais the

of molecules In 1 e.e. of 1 sol par liter, or

' T' •'" X
' Squa Is V'!0

1000
of molecules in n mols

per 11tar of the mixture. (6.06 x 1020 x n] 3 equals the

r of molecules In 1 h, am. of surface.

1 ecuals theCC.OC z 10% ^
6.06 x 10^3

of aola In a noraal

--trutlon.

of Bormsl Concentration and Adaorptlon

A comparison (Table T) was made of normal surface eon*

eentratlon and adsorption of each salt from 1 to 1 nols par

liter. Prom Table 7, it was shown that the normal eox

tratlon and adsorption for eamonium acetate from 2 aols
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liter and up to V «k>1s pen? liter, the adsorption

the noraal concentration. Thla Is otnrioualj an Impossi-

bility.

In cash of the other sslti, the noraal concentration la

surface always exceeded the adsorption, with the aaouat of

adsorption swing less as the carbon chain increased, the

least amount of negative adsorption occurred in the

aaproate *nd the largest aswunt of negative adsorption

occurred in the iiawnclwi acetate.

the efface tensions st the ssae concentrations, i.e.,

at about 5 raols per liter was lowered from 27.97 dynes on.

in the acetate mixture to £7.3? dynes en. In the butyrate

to 2S.59 in the valerate to 24.85 in the capronto.

The comparison of the densities at the ssae molality.

I.e., 6 anls per liter give aaaonlUR acetate 0.0430, aa-

butyrate 0.8640, anewrtwa valerate 0.8671, and aa-

lua eaproste 0.8934.

The dobs' equation gave negative adsorption in all the

salt determinations. The comparison of the amount of ad-

sorption at 5 amis per liter give aaaeaiua acetate 3.6445 x

10~10aola per sq. ea„ saniil— butyrate 2.6964 x 10"10 aol

per sq. ca., aanoniaa valerate 1.7538 x 10~ anls per sq

,-10ua eaproate 0.9409 x 10 sols p»if sq.ea.

Observation Indicates positive adsorption although



surface tension iraresees. Oibbs* equation does not explain

satisfactorily 'hat is indicated by the appearanee and be-

havior of the solutions. ffhataough's rule of admixtures

offers en explanation as to bow positive adsorption say occur

with lnereaeing turfaee tension in solutions ef high oon-

eentration. The fatty aeid salts are very soluble in liquid

ooacuaion

(he Slabs' aquation holds for very dilute solutions*

four salts ai-e rethur highly soluble la liquid

and large ooneentrati.jns were used; (Hobs' equation will

only partly account for their behavior* Furthermore, by

Oibba* equation, negative adsorption is indicated, and ex-

perimental evidence indicates positive adsorption. The

fire, six and seven mols per liter concentrations of am-

monium aoeteti sismanla mixtures nave more negative adsorption

than the normal surface concentration, an apparent abaurdlt

or at Isaac a paradox.

Sinee the salts were quite soluble and oonstltuted the

aajor bulk of the solution in the Mghar concentrations, the

systea might better be tensed a mixture than a solution In

liquid aassonla. If Whatmongh's rule for mixtures of liquids

amy be sxtsmead to mixtures of a solid and liquid, which Is

being Investigated at present In this laboratory, the



surfs** tension-volume smMBtntlon diagran for the syete

should follow in tho general direction of a straight line

to the surface tension of the pore salt, if the salt were

liquid at that temperature. From the surface tension of

fusod salts la general, it would he safe to essuee that this

hypothetical value for the pure salt would be appreciably

higher than the surface tension ef say of the mixtures

assured. Divergence frosi the straight line of a perfect

mixture might be caused by adsorption of one of the com-

ponento on the surface. The diTergenee will be downward or

down away from the tlieoretiael straight line if positive ad-

sorption takes place a: .1 will curre upward end awsy from

straight line if negative adsorption occurs. Since in

consideration, the divergence Is downwa

a straight line, and since llcoUa behave la

the above manner, there is reason to believe that the salt-

ammonia mixtures behave la a similar manner. If such be the

ease, this explains the positive adsorption as evidenced in

the experiment.

The amount of salt negatively adsorbed according to

Oibbe* equation deoreases when tho earbon chain lengthen*.

This would indicate by Langemlr's theory that as the carbon

chain increased in length from 0% in the acetic add to

•sfti ia the eaproie, it would become more difficult for the

polar end to pull it into solution and the adsorption in the



to become more positive. This appears to be

what happenafl, the adsorption for those salts being lass

negative according to tha Mhos' aquation la the oaproataa

than In the aaatatea.

Considering the adsorption from Whatmough's role since

there was a wider and alder divergence from a theoretical

straight line In the surface tension-volume concentration

diagrams, from the aaatate to the caproate, this would in*

dieate an Increasing positive adsorption and would Indicate

that liquid aaatonla behaves as a polar solvent*

1. Surface tensions have bean determined for ammonium

aaatate-, ammonium butyrate-, SBnonium valerate-, and am-

lum aaproata si—nnls mixtures.

2. Densities have been determined for ammonium acetate-

butyrate-, smonlua valerate-, and smnsonlum

mixtures.

3. Oibbs' adsorption for 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, and 7 raols

par liter have been celculated for each of tha salts.

4. the reason for a decreasing adsorption when the

carbon chain la lengthened is given.

5. Positive adsorption of ammonium acetate, anmonlisi

butyrate, ammonium valerate and ammonium aaproata la ex-

plained.



«.

valerate

aentate, ammonium butyrate, ammonium

,im e&pro&te are very uoluolo In liquid

Dm w>rk of this paper was undertaken at the mggestlon

of Dr. H. H. King, bead of the Department of Chemistry. All
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L. Hall.

The author wishes to express his oinoere appreciation

and gratitude to Dr. Sing end Dr. Hall for their kindly
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